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Elevation alters ecosystem properties across 
temperate treelines globally
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Temperature is a primary driver of the distribution of biodiversity 
as well as of ecosystem boundaries1,2. Declining temperature with 
increasing elevation in montane systems has long been recognized 
as a major factor shaping plant community biodiversity, metabolic 
processes, and ecosystem dynamics3,4. Elevational gradients, 
as thermoclines, also enable prediction of long-term ecological 
responses to climate warming5–7. One of the most striking 
manifestations of increasing elevation is the abrupt transitions from 
forest to treeless alpine tundra8. However, whether there are globally 
consistent above- and belowground responses to these transitions 
remains an open question4. To disentangle the direct and indirect 
effects of temperature on ecosystem properties, here we evaluate 
replicate treeline ecotones in seven temperate regions of the world. 
We find that declining temperatures with increasing elevation did 
not affect tree leaf nutrient concentrations, but did reduce ground-
layer community-weighted plant nitrogen, leading to the strong 
stoichiometric convergence of ground-layer plant community 
nitrogen to phosphorus ratios across all regions. Further, elevation-
driven changes in plant nutrients were associated with changes in 
soil organic matter content and quality (carbon to nitrogen ratios) 
and microbial properties. Combined, our identification of direct 
and indirect temperature controls over plant communities and soil 
properties in seven contrasting regions suggests that future warming 
may disrupt the functional properties of montane ecosystems, 
particularly where plant community reorganization outpaces 
treeline advance.

Montane ecosystems are undergoing and will continue to undergo 
rapid changes as global temperatures rise. These ecosystems are critical 
for maintaining global patterns of biodiversity and ecosystem func-
tioning, but we know little about whether disparate montane regions 
around the world will change in similar and predictable ways. Globally, 
mountain ecosystems differ in geological age, relative land area, histori-
cal disturbances, climatic regimes, topographic complexity, and species 
composition. However, the most universally consistent and biologi-
cally influential effect of increasing elevation is an adiabatic decline 
in temperature9. Declining temperature has an overarching influence 
over vegetation responses along elevational gradients4,9, including  
one of the most visually striking effects of decreasing temperatures: 
the formation of treelines9. The most plausible explanation for treeline  
formation, the growth limitation hypothesis, posits that declining carbon  
sink strength at treelines, rather than declining carbon supplied from 
photosynthesis, results from the direct effect of low temperatures on 

metabolic processes essential for wood production8,10. As a result of 
low temperatures, trees—regardless of taxon—form treeline ecotones 
within a narrow and globally consistent isotherm with mean growing 
season temperatures of 6.7–7 °C wherever growing seasons are at least 
three months long10. Because of this global thermocline, the position 
and dynamics of ecosystem properties near treelines have the potential 
to act as a powerful signal of the cascading effects of climate change4.

In addition to reduction of tree growth and loss of trees, other 
ecological properties are driven by elevation-associated temperature 
declines. For instance, leaf nutrient concentrations can decline11,12, stay 
consistent, or even increase with increasing elevation9. This suggests 
that processes associated with nutrient availability, communities of 
soil microbes that regulate plant nutrient supply, and plant nutrient  
demands could all indirectly contribute to ecosystem properties as 
second-order drivers after the effects of treeline position and plant 
community properties are considered13,14.

In this study we asked how elevation-mediated temperature directly 
and indirectly affects the nutrient status of plant communities, whether 
there are coupled responses of above- and belowground properties 
with temperature, and whether patterns and processes are consistent 
across biotic community transitions in seven disparate montane regions 
globally. We measured ecosystem properties across multiple treeline 
ecotones to permit the regional standardization of growing season tem-
peratures because treelines occur at similar air temperature thresholds 
(Supplementary Methods). For each of five (or, in one case, four) repli-
cate transects in each region, we sampled at six elevations: 150 and 
50 m below the treeline, just below and just above the treeline, and 50 
and 150 m above the treeline; elevational ranges represented approxi-
mately  2 °C isoclines10 (Supplementary Methods). The regions dif-
fered in geological age (1–400 Myr), climate (Supplementary Table 1),  
and floristic composition (Supplementary Table 2), yet all treelines 
exhibited characteristic responses to declining temperatures, including 
a decline in tree height and stand basal area, an increase in stem density 
(Extended Data Fig. 1a–c and Supplementary Table 3), and the forma-
tion of distinct treeline ecotones (Extended Data Fig. 2). Our regionally 
replicated approach enabled us to test (1) if the concentrations of poten-
tially growth limiting nitrogen (N) and phosphorus (P), and their ratio, 
in the foliage of trees and ground-layer plants, and in roots, consistently 
covary with decreasing temperature among regions, despite differences 
in biotic communities and regionally specific factors4; and (2) whether 
these patterns in plant nutrient concentrations are tightly coupled to 
soil nutrient availability and/or microbial community structure.
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Because plant N to P ratios (hereafter N/P; mass basis) can provide  
insight into relative nutrient limitations15, we compared variation 
in both above- and belowground N/P across the 34 transects in the 
seven regions using linear mixed-effect modelling (Fig. 1). Although 

stand-weighted foliar N/P in trees was regionally variable, it did  
not vary consistently with elevation (Fig. 1a), reflecting little to no  
variation in tree N or P with elevation (Extended Data Fig. 1d, e  
and Supplementary Table 4) because of either species turnover or  
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Figure 1 | Ecosystem N/P from seven temperate regions in relation 
to elevation from treeline. Smoothing curves illustrate trends 
for each of the seven regions; symbols represent individual plots. 
Significant fixed effects of region (R), elevation from treeline (E), 
vegetative community (V, forest or alpine), and their interactions  
are given to the right of each figure on the basis of linear mixed- 
effect models. †P ≤  0.10, * P <  0.05, * * P <  0.001, * * * P <  0.0001.  
a, Basal-area-weighted tree foliar N/P (n =  101 plots) remained  
uniform within, but distinct across, regions. b, Cover-weighted  
ground-layer plant foliar N/P (n =  202 plots) exhibited multiple  
interactions because it varied widely among regions at low elevations  
and converged globally to a mean of 11.50 ±  0.32 (s.e.m.) at  
elevations 150 m above treeline (Supplementary Fig. 3a). c, Root N/P  
(n =  200 plots) varied across regions; variability among regions  
was highest just above the treeline and then declined with elevation 
above treeline (Supplementary Fig. 3b). d, Soil surface total N/P 
(n =  203 plots) varied according to the vegetative community  
and region. e, Soil mineral N (NO3

– and NH4
+) to Bray-extractable 

P ratios (which serve as metrics of the ratio of bioavailable N relative 
to P; n =  203 plots) showed variable responses to elevation-
associated temperature depending on both vegetation type and 
region as indicated by a significant effect of region ×  vegetative 
community ×  elevation from treeline.
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Figure 2 | Ecosystem patterns among specific plant and soil N and 
P pools along the elevational gradients. Significant fixed effects of 
elevation from treeline (E), vegetative community (V, forest or alpine),  
or their interaction based on a linear mixed-effect models are given 
(n =  30 plots except for 24 in Hokkaido and 27 in Australia). †P <  0.10, 
* P <  0.050, * * P <  0.001, * * * P <  0.0001. a, Cover-weighted foliar N 
concentration [cwN] (mass basis) for ground-layer vegetation. b, Soil  
C/N. c, Soil mineral N concentration (NO3

– and NH4
+) represented on 

an area basis. d, Cover-weighted foliar P concentration [cwP] for ground-
layer vegetation. e, Soil C/P. f, Bray-extractable soil [P] represented on an 
area basis. The seven regions are arranged in order from low to high foliar 
N. Roots, which strongly correlate with foliage, are omitted for brevity. 
Smoothing curves illustrate trends within each of the seven regions and 
general coupling of plant and soil nutrient metrics with the exception 
of Hokkaido, Japan, which was dominated by dwarf pine above most 
treelines.
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intraspecific variation (Supplementary Table 5). Our results are consistent  
with evidence that nutrients are not involved in treeline formation9, 
because previous research suggests treeline is primarily driven by tem-
perature effects on the carbon (C) source-sink balance9,10,16. Previous 
work has shown that tree N/P increases with temperature across large  
latitudinal gradients17, but such an increase was not detected here, 
probably because our study focused on a specific ecosystem type  
containing a much narrower range of temperatures.

Despite fourfold variation in community-level foliar N/P for ground-
layer plants among regions, N/P universally converged at the highest 
elevations (Fig. 1b), as indicated by the cross-regional sharp decline 
in coefficients of variation with increasing elevation (coefficient of 
variation dropping from 42 to 18 over a 300 m elevational increase, 
R2 =  0.79; Extended Data Fig. 3a). This convergence across disparate 
regions suggests a universal stoichiometric optimum for N and P at low 
temperatures (that is, average foliar N/P of 11.5 ±  0.32 (s.e.m.) at 150 m 
above treelines). By contrast, the coefficient of variation of fine root N/P 
was greatest just above the treeline (Extended Data Fig. 3b) and N/P 
of soil nutrient pools remained variable at high elevations (Fig. 1c–e).  
Stoichiometric convergence (that is, significant decline in the coeffi-
cient of variation with increasing elevation) for foliage of ground-
layer plant communities occurred above treelines despite regionally 
consis tent declines in both foliar and root N and P of roughly 20–30% 
(Supplementary Tables 4 and 6 and Extended Data Fig. 4). The decline 
in foliar N occurred despite expectations that colder temperatures and 
higher irradiance would increase mass-based foliar N due to either soil 
N availability exceeding plant demand18 or cold-induced increases in 
plant N19. The observed stoichiometric convergence with increasing  
elevation cannot be explained by convergence in either taxonomic or phy-
logenetic composition of plant communities (Extended Data Figs 5–7).  
Instead, our results indicate that among-region variation in plant com-
munity N/P, and the factors that contribute to that variation, diminish 
as elevation increases because of increasing constraints imposed by cold 
temperatures. This effect of low temperatures may arise from consistent 
nutrient limitation in cold-stressed high-elevation ground-layer plant 
communities15, or from stoichiometric rebalancing of N-rich proteins 
and P-rich RNA in the plants composing these communities20.

Spatial variation in plant N and P concentrations should reflect 
the availability of growth limiting soil nutrients, particularly in cold 
environments13. Therefore, soil and plant nutrients should be tightly 
coupled across treeline elevational gradients because cold temperatures 
reduce water viscosity, cell membrane permeability, and microbial min-
eralization of N and P11, although this has not been widely explored4,21. 
Because many of the processes we examined varied among regions 
(Supplementary Table 4), we assessed whether ground-layer plant, 
root, and soil N and P were coupled within regions and whether that  
coupling varied systematically with changing elevation and across 
treeline ecotones. While there was considerable variability in the 
extent of coupling among regions (Fig. 2), a consistent pattern of par-
allel declines in ground-layer plant foliar N and P emerged (Fig. 2a, d): 
ground-layer foliar N and P, while tightly correlated with one another 
across all elevational gradients (R2

c =  0.82 when regional variance was 
accounted for), were each better explained by including at least one 
metric of soil N or P (Fig. 2b, c, e, f and Supplementary Table 7). Thus, 
when combined with the uncertainty or delay in treeline migration22, 
the strong response of these ecosystem properties to forest cover in 
many regions (Fig. 2) suggests that ongoing climatic warming may 
result in a decoupling of soil N and P cycles in both ground-layer  
vegetation and soil21. A divergence, rather than convergence, of foliar 
N/P may occur where alpine plant community reorganization23 over-
rides the ability of plants to adjust their stoichiometry24, and/or when 
filtering of plant communities by soil nutrients occurs25, with potential 
cascading effects on ecosystem processes21.

There are many direct and indirect pathways by which changes in  
temperature might affect ecosystem properties, including plant nutrient 
optimization, plant–soil feedbacks, and shifts in microbial community 

structure and activity, and their effects on plant nutrient availability11. We 
used a structural equation modelling (SEM) framework to disentangle  
the direct and indirect effects of changes in elevation-dependent  
temperature on ecosystem properties (Fig. 3a). The best-fitting model 
revealed that temperature both directly and indirectly influenced  
community-weighted foliar and root N (Fig. 3b). Subsequent comparisons  
using standardized total and indirect effects indicated that plant  
N pools were most affected by the direct effects of declining temper-
ature (Supplementary Table 8). By contrast, ground-layer plant foliar 
and root P were exclusively driven by the indirect effect of temperature 
on foliar and root N (Supplementary Table 8), not by soil P availability 
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Figure 3 | Representations of cascading relationships among above- 
and belowground ecosystem components to elevation-associated 
temperature effects. a, General conceptual metamodel of potential 
pathways by which temperature (in grey) could affect forest tree basal 
area (orange), microbial properties (bright blue), soil fertility and nutrient 
availability (light green), and plant nutrient status (dark green) through 
direct and indirect pathways. Actual measured indicator variables for each 
hypothetical metamodel group are in white boxes, where plant nutrients 
refer to cover-weighted values of ground-layer vegetation and total root 
nutrients. SIR, substrate-induced respiration; PLFA, phospholipid fatty 
acid; RDA, redundancy analysis. Bact., bacterial; Act., actinomycete.  
b, Best-supported SEM illustrating the major direct and indirect pathways 
through which elevation-associated temperature drives variation in 
ecosystem properties among treeline transition zones of our study regions 
(χ2 =  239.037, d.f. =  49, P =  0.076). Arrows represent direct and indirect 
flows of causality from elevation-associated temperature to plant nutrient 
status. Arrow width is proportional to the standardized coefficient 
estimates (numbers accompanying each arrow) and can be interpreted as 
the relative importance and direction of the relationship between a variable 
and all variables upstream of that arrow. Solid arrows indicate significance 
at * P <  0.05, dashed arrows indicate non-significant coefficient estimates, 
and grey arrows indicate modelled covariance.
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(that is, Bray or total P; Fig. 3b). Thus, the coupling of ground-layer 
plant, root, and soil N and P pools among regions results from the 
stoichiometric rebalancing of tissue P in response to declining tissue N 
with decreasing temperatures. The SEM also highlights how the effects 
of temperature on the quantity and quality (for example, C/N) of soil 
organic matter (SOM) are mediated by the cascading influence of tree 
cover on soil and microbial properties (Supplementary Table 9 and 
Extended Data Figs 8 and 9).

Our analyses indicate that, despite geographical variation, ongoing 
and probable future migration of lower elevation plant species to higher 
elevations26 will lead to ground-layer plant communities with higher 
foliar nutrients and potentially accelerated nutrient cycles21. However, 
community-level variation in ground-layer plant foliar nutrients 
with temperature could arise from changes in species composition or 
within-species variation. Here, the contribution of species turnover  
in understorey plant communities was more important than  
intraspecific variation, for both community-weighted foliar N (mean  
variance explained 22.7 versus 7.3%, respectively) and P (mean variance 
explained 26.7 versus 9.7%, respectively). Additionally, the variance 
explained by elevation was larger than that explained by the presence 
versus absence of tree cover for both N (mean variance explained 16.8 
versus 4.8%) and P (mean variance explained 20.0 versus 5.1%) (Fig. 4).

Temperature shapes plant physiological and community properties, 
and ecosystem dynamics and boundaries9,19. Previous work shows that 
plant nutrients and associated ecophysiological traits vary systemati-
cally with temperature across large latitudinal17 and elevational6 gra-
dients. Our findings advance previous work by demonstrating broadly 
consistent responses of community-level N for ground-layer plants to 
increasing elevation and declining temperature, resulting in strong 
convergence of N/P despite large variation in both biotic and abiotic 
factors among different temperate mountain regions globally. Further, 
these elevation-driven changes in plant nutrients were associated with 
clear changes in SOM content and quality (C/N ratios) and microbial 
properties (Fig. 3). Finally, our identification of direct and indirect 
temperature controls over plant and microbial communities in seven 
distinct regions worldwide suggests that warming could disrupt the 
functional properties of montane ecosystems and result in periods of 
disequilibrium27,28 where plant–soil feedbacks are partly decoupled 
under warmer conditions29,30.

Online Content Methods, along with any additional Extended Data display items and 
Source Data, are available in the online version of the paper; references unique to 
these sections appear only in the online paper.
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Figure 4 | Decomposition of the total variability in cover-weighted 
foliar N and P concentrations (cwN, cwP) (mass basis) for the ground-
layer plant community. Variance associated with elevation from treeline 
(elevation), vegetative community (that is, forest or alpine), and their 
interaction in each of seven temperate regions are given. Shaded bars 
indicate the percentage of relative variation explained by turnover of 
species, intraspecific variability, and their covariation along the elevational 
gradients on the basis of sum of squares decomposition. Bold black lines 
represent total explained variation or, if below bar totals (Hokkaido), 
negative covariation. Red asterisks indicate significance at P ≤  0.05 and red 
dagger symbols indicate marginal significance at P ≤  0.10. Indicators to the 
right of shaded bars indicate significance of total variation. Australia was 
unique as it had a greater proportion of explained variance associated with 
intraspecific (that is, within-species) variation than with species turnover, 
and because it showed strong interactive effects caused by higher within-
species flexibility with elevation in the forest relative to above the treeline.
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METHODS
No statistical methods were used to predetermine sample size. The experiments 
were not randomized. The investigators were not blinded to allocation during 
experiments and outcome assessment.
Research design. To examine how changes in relatively uniform elevation- 
associated temperatures and vegetative community transitions influence above- 
and belowground ecosystem properties, we sampled across replicate elevational 
gradients spanning temperate treeline ecotones in seven regions of the world 
(Supplementary Table 1). In each, we evaluated the nutrient concentrations in 
leaves and roots of the dominant vegetation, nutrient pools in surface soils, aspects 
of soil fertility, and several microbial properties (for example, biomass, community 
structure, and activity). We sampled elevational gradients from temperate latitudes 
(36–50° N or S), thus avoiding possible complications associated with tropical 
climates (for example, diminishing incident radiation due to increasing fog or 
increasing precipitation with elevation)9, and degree of relative soil weathering at 
tropical latitudes17,31.

Five replicate transects were established in each of the seven regions (except for 
four in Hokkaido, Japan, owing to logistic limitations) in the mid- to late-growing 
season between July 2013 and August 2014 and December 2013 to January 2015 for 
the Northern or Southern Hemispheres, respectively. Precise dates for each region 
were chosen to ensure that plants were in full leaf yet not senescing due to drought 
stress or phenology; these were selected on the basis of expert recommendation 
and the availability of collaborators working in that region. Each transect consisted 
of six radial plots (314 m2 each) positioned at six different elevations relative to the 
treeline: that is, as close as possible to 150 m and 50 m above the treeline, just above 
and below the treeline, and 50 m and 150 m below the treeline. Elevation for each 
plot was recorded using a Garmin GPS equipped with a locally calibrated baro-
metric altimeter. Because there was some variation in how close we could position 
plots to the desired elevation owing to topographic constraints, elevation relative to 
treeline was best represented as a continuous explanatory variable. Centring tran-
sects on the treeline permitted direct comparisons of the same temperature ranges 
across regions, because treelines form where growing seasons greater than 3 months 
have average air temperatures between approximately 6.6–7 °C in both Northern 
and Southern Hemispheres10,32. Evidence for a remarkably similar average  
treeline temperature was derived from temperature sensors deployed across 
about 50 sites (including in several of the regions and four of the sites included in 
our study) for a period of 1–3 years (ref. 33). Assuming a global environmental  
temperature lapse rate of about 6.5 °C per 1,000 m of altitudinal increase34, an 
elevational transect of 300 m (such as is represented by each transect) corresponds 
to an approximate 2 °C range of growing-season air temperatures (that is, ranging 
from roughly 5.9 °C to 8.1 °C in our dataset if treeline positions are fixed at 7 °C). 
Actual temperature ranges experienced by plants and soils may vary where air 
moisture interacts with surface processes35 or where bare soils in alpine zones are 
warmed by greater light exposure9.

Transects were placed in representative vegetation in each region using satellite  
imagery and local expertise, taking care to avoid recent disturbances or geomor-
phic conditions that could topographically suppress natural treeline position  
(for example, landslides or abrupt slope transitions). We took particular care to 
ensure that we were sampling treelines that were formed as a consequence of cold 
temperatures and not those that were formed by other factors, given the focus of 
our study on vegetation responses to elevation-driven variation in temperature 
and on predicting responses to climate change. Treeline was defined as the eleva-
tion at which there was an abrupt transition from relatively contiguous canopied  
forests comprising trees (> 3 m in height) to communities comprising low-statured 
shrubby vegetation characteristic of alpine tundra36 (Extended Data Fig. 2 and 
Supplementary Table 2). In each of the three lowest elevation forested plots per 
transect, several measurements were made to quantify tree structure. Forest tree 
heights were measured from five representative trees in each plot using a Suunto 
clinometer or a TruePulse 200 laser range finder. Diameter at breast height was 
recorded for all trees in each plot and each species identified.

In some regions, diffuse treelines required plots be placed in outlying ‘tree 
islands’ if they were of a sufficient size to accommodate entire sample plots (that is, 
they had to be > 314 m2) and represented overall treeline position within the imme-
diate area. Diffusivity of treelines, a metric of the patchiness of tree islands near 
treeline37, varied among regions from relatively diffuse in Australia and Colorado, 
to abrupt in Chile and New Zealand. This diffusivity probably depended on both 
the physiological sensitivity of particular tree taxa and transect slope. For instance, 
Nothofagus spp. form abrupt treelines, and the slope of individual gradients can 
modify treeline abruptness because steep gradients can contain narrower transition 
zones than more gentle slopes9.

In sum, plot establishment resulted in a total of 203 plots in 34 transects: that is, 
30 plots (five transects ×  six elevations) in each region, except for Hokkaido where 

only four transects were used, and the Kosciuszko Mountains of Australia where 
one forest plot in one of the five transects was recently burned.
Soil and microbial analyses. To characterize biotic and abiotic soil properties, 
volumetric soil cores (2.1 cm inside diameter, 7.5 cm depth) were taken from eight 
random locations in each circular plot, homogenized, and passed through a 4 mm 
sieve after removal of coarse roots and macrofauna. Soils were express-shipped 
from each region and refrigerated at 4 °C before extraction or drying in Umeå, 
Sweden. Field moist soil subsamples were extracted with 1 M KCl for mineral 
nutrient (NO3

–, NH4
+) concentrations, filtered, and frozen until colorometri-

cally analysed using an Auto-Analyzer III (Omni Process, Solna, Sweden). Total 
soil C, N, soil pH, and SOM were analysed at the Université Grenoble Alpes, 
Laboratoire d’Ecologie Alpine, Grenoble, France. Total C and N concentrations 
were measured from dried and finely ground soil subsamples (60 °C, 48 h) by 
dry combustion using a Flash EA 1112 elemental analyser (Fisher Scientific, 
Waltham, Massachusetts, USA). SOM was measured from dried and ground soil 
subsamples by combustion at 550 °C for 4 h in a muffle furnace, and comparison 
with total C revealed negligible inorganic C. Soil pH was measured on dried soils 
using a 1:4 (soil:distilled water) solution. Total and ‘available’ P concentrations 
were analysed in the Biogeochemistry Laboratory of the Smithsonian Tropical 
Research Institute in Panama City, Panama. Dried soil subsamples were analysed 
for total P by combustion at 550 °C for 1 h in a muffle furnace, digestion in 1 M 
sulfuric acid, and quantification of orthophosphate by automated molybdate 
colorimetry38. Bray-extractable P, a metric of bioavailable P, was measured from 
dry soil subsamples using Bray-1 solution (0.03 N NH4F in 0.025 N HCl) and 
quantification by automated molybdate colorimetry39. Because bulk densities 
varied widely across the gradients, soil total and extractable N and P concen-
trations were represented on an area basis (for example, kilograms per hectare) 
derived from one of nine potentially representative volumetric soil cores taken 
from each plot.

Substrate-induced respiration (SIR; a relative measure of active soil microbial 
biomass40,41) was measured for a 10 g subsample of each soil sample. Before anal-
ysis, the moisture content of each sample was specifically adjusted to a constant 
level for each region to accommodate the large differences in SOM contents among 
regions. Each subsample was amended with 20 mg glucose, placed in a 130 ml 
airtight vessel, and incubated at 22 °C for 3 h. Evolution of CO2 between 1 h and 
3 h was then determined by injecting 1 ml subsamples of headspace gas into an 
EGM-4 environmental gas CO2 analyser (PP systems).

We also measured the composition of microbial phospholipid fatty acids 
(PLFAs) to assess the microbial community on a 1 g subsample of each soil sam-
ple; different PLFAs represent different subsets of the soil microflora. For each 
soil subsample, PLFA abundance was expressed as relative nanomoles per gram 
using standard nomenclature42. The PLFAs used to represent bacteria were i-15:0, 
a-15:0, 15:0, i-16.0, 16:1ω 9, 16:1ω 7t, i-17:0, cy-17:0, a-17:0, 18:1ω 7, and cy-19:0; 
fungi were represented by 18:2ω 6,9 (ref. 43); actinomycetes were represented by 
10Me17:0 and 10Me18:0 (ref. 44); and the sum of these represented total micro-
bial PLFAs.
Plant foliar and root analyses. Plant material N and P concentrations were meas-
ured from healthy green leaves collected from all tree species, the most abundant 
ground level plant species, and live fine roots in each plot. Fine roots (< 2 mm) 
were collected while processing the eight 7.5 cm deep soil cores taken from each 
plot and thus represent a composite of all plant species with roots present in sur-
face soils. This includes trees plus ground-layer plants below the treeline and only 
ground-layer plants above the treeline. Tree foliar nutrients were measured in each 
plot on samples from up to five individuals of each species using a pole-pruner 
at heights up to 5 m. Only sub-canopy tree leaves were taken to reduce potential 
bias associated with relatively higher N contents45 of highly sun-exposed foliage in 
low-statured forested plots near treeline. All plant material was dried (60 °C, 48 h), 
finely ground using a ball mill, and subsamples were decomposed using a Kjeldahl 
digest (8% H2SO4). Total N and P concentrations in the digests were analysed using 
an Omniprocess Lachat Auto-Analyzer at the Swedish University of Agricultural 
Sciences, SLU, Umeå, Sweden.

Ground-layer plant foliar N and P concentrations were measured on green 
leaves collected from up to ten healthy individuals of the most abundant species 
in each plot and weighted by percentage cover of that species to get a measure of 
community-weighted foliar N and P for that plot, represented on a mass basis. 
Analysed plant species represented a diversity of growth forms including woody 
shrubs, forbs, graminoids, ferns, and mat-forming cushion plants (Supplementary 
Table 2). Percentage cover was derived from high-resolution photographs of 12–14 
gridded vegetation quadrats (0.5 m2) randomly arrayed within the circular plot 
(about 2,500 vegetation quadrats sampled in total), and vascular plant species’ 
abundance later scored using a modified Braun-Blanquet method46 on a large and 
high-resolution (60 cm, 4K) computer monitor with five relative abundance classes 
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(< 5%, 5–25%, 25–50%, 50–75%, > 75% cover). Foliar N and P were weighted by 
cover using the following equation:

∑ pweighted plot − average = ( × [nutrient ]) (1)
i

n

i i
=1

where, pi is the relative cover of species i in the plot and [nutrienti] is the concen-
tration of N, P, or the ratio of N to P of species i47,48. Understorey plant nutrient 
concentrations were typically derived from > 80% of total understorey vascular 
plant cover and 100% of tree cover, thus satisfying the criterion set for the weighted 
average approach48. For each plot, tree foliar nutrients were weighted by the relative 
basal area for each species present to obtain a measure of community-weighted 
foliar N and P in that plot. In total, diameter at breast height from 5,434 stems 
and foliar nutrients from 13 tree species across the seven regions were measured.

For each country, the total variation in the datasets for N, P, and N/P that was 
related to elevational changes was decomposed into within-species and across- 
species variation components using a standard approach49. Briefly, this approach 
decomposes total sum of squares of the plot-level variance related to elevational 
changes into fixed, intraspecific, and covariation effects to enable statistical eval-
uation of the relative contribution of species turnover and intraspecific variation 
to the response of foliar nutrients at the whole community level.
Statistical analyses. We used a combination of linear and multivariate analyses 
to examine global and regional patterns in ecosystem properties across treeline 
ecotones. Data were graphically analysed using JMP 11.2.1 statistical software 
(SAS Institute, Cary, North Carolina, USA) and tested in the R 3.2.0 statistical 
environment50. All elevation transects were centred on treelines and thus spanned 
two distinct vegetative communities (that is, subalpine forest below treelines and 
treeless alpine vegetation above). These vegetative communities were coded either 
as binary categorical values in linear regressions, or as basal area of stems per plot in 
the SEMs. To improve model fitting and to explicitly incorporate the experimental 
design, values of elevation were represented as metres of elevation from treeline 
and were positive above the treeline and negative below it. Our statistical analyses 
allow separation of the effects of vegetative cover (forest versus alpine), which varies 
with elevation, from the effects of elevation (temperature) that are independent of 
whether trees were present.

Linear mixed-effect regression models were fitted using the lme4 package51. 
Each regional transect was treated as a random effect to accommodate any unique 
clustered variances associated with localized geological or floristic properties  
specific to that transect within each region. Each response was fit using the fixed 
effects of region ×  vegetative community ×  elevation and, given the consistency of 
regional significance (for example, Supplementary Tables 3, 4 and 9), subsequent 
models were fitted for each region individually (for example, Fig. 2 and Extended 
Data Fig. 8). Resulting standardized parameter coefficients for some of these 
regional tests are given in Supplementary Table 6 for comparison of vegetation and 
elevation effect sizes. Comparison of model fits with and without soil N and P pools 
and ranked using Akaike information criteria52 are given in Supplementary Table 7.  
Each response variable, and the elevation from treeline explanatory variable, 
were centred and scaled by two standard deviations to permit direct comparison 
with the binomial vegetation category (for example, subalpine forest versus alpine 
communities)53 and to allow for interpretation of main effects in the presence of 
interactions54,55. All linear model fits were assessed for violations of normality 
and heteroscedasticity and log, log + 1, or square-root transformed when neces-
sary. Outliers were assessed using goodness-of-fit tests and coefficients of robust 
regressions of models compared with original lme4 models using the robustlmm 
package to confirm that such outliers did not impact model results56. Hypothesis 
testing of explanatory variables was performed using likelihood ratio tests with 
type III ANOVA Satterthwaite approximation of degrees of freedom in the lmerTest  
package57. Marginal (fixed) and conditional variance (defined as both fixed and 
random factors) R2

GLMM values were reported as goodness-of-fit statistics using 
the MuMIn package58 as defined in ref. 59. To evaluate high-elevation convergence 
of tree, ground level plant, or total root N and P concentrations and N/P indicated 
in Fig. 1, we calculated the coefficient of variation among plots located at each  
elevational level (+ 150 m, + 50 m, just above and just below treeline, –50 m, 
–150 m) in each region, then used linear regression across elevational levels to 
assess convergence. Resulting linear fits of the ground level plant and root coeffi-
cients of variation are in Extended Data Fig. 3.

To test whether statistically significant responses of coefficients of variation to 
elevation could be explained by convergence in phylogeny or community compo-
sition or by altered dominance across elevations, we performed additional analyses 
on the full plant community datasets. We used the phylomatic_names function in 
the branching package 0.1.0 (ref. 60) to match species names to accepted names 
in the updated APGIII classification61 and generated a dated phylogeny from the 
angiosperm megatree provided by ref. 62. in Phylomatic63. To test for a signal of 

phylogenetic clustering with elevation, we generated phylogenetic metrics using 
the ape 3.4 (ref. 64) and picante 1.6-2 (ref. 65) packages. We focused on the stand-
ardized effect size of phylogenetic mean-pairwise distance, or net-relatedness index 
(hereafter NRI), weighted by abundance of each plant species. The NRI describes 
the degree of phylogenetic clustering of taxa relative to a null expectation that 
species composition is a random draw from the species pool (999 randomizations). 
We restricted the species pool for each region to all ground-layer species present 
within the region and chose to randomize species within samples to maintain 
sample richness across the null communities. Positive values of NRI denote phy-
logenetic clustering, while negative values denote phylogenetic evenness. To test 
for the signal of plant species dominance, we determined whether dominance of 
individual plant species within communities (defined as 1 −  (1/∑ pi2), where pi 
is the proportion of the ith species) increased with elevation or differed in plant  
communities above and below treeline. We analysed these indices using mixed- 
effect linear regressions to determine whether NRI or dominance varied among 
regions and across elevations. To test for a signal of similarity in community  
composition, we used taxonomic data for each elevation in each region to construct  
an abundance-weighted distance matrix using Bray–Curtis dissimilarity. A corre-
sponding abundance-weighted phylogenetic distance matrix was generated using 
the comdist function in the picante package 1.6-2 (ref. 65). We then used non-met-
ric multidimensional scaling analysis of phylogenetic distances using the metaMDS 
function in the vegan package 2.4-0 (ref. 65). We used permutational multivariate 
analysis of variance (PERMANOVA) with the adonis function in the picante66 pack-
age to examine differences in community and phylogenetic structure across treeline  
categories (above versus below). We additionally examined differences in multi-
variate homogeneity of group dispersions (PERMDISP) between treeline category 
with the betadisper function in the vegan package 2.4-0 (ref. 65). All communities  
were scaled to relative abundances and homogeneity of group variances was 
assessed before PERMANOVA analysis. Data manipulation for all phylogenetic  
and community similarity analyses were performed using the dplyr package  
0.4.3 (ref. 67).

SEMs were also fitted using the lavaan package 0.5–18 (ref. 68). Given the  
spatially nested experimental design of plots dispersed along transects in regions, 
clustering was accounted for in the lavaan.survey package69. The nominal cate-
gorical variable of region was coded as a K −  1 dummy variable as is characteristic 
for classical regression70. A SEM framework allows us to test different direct and 
indirect causal hypotheses71 governing the pathways by which elevation-associated 
temperature differences affect plant nutrients. The dependence between obser-
vations within transects was accounted for by adjusting the fitted statistics and 
standard errors of the model for the effects of correlated observations. To per-
form inference of indirect and total effects, we used a resampling approach72 that  
accounted for individual transects using a clustered bootstrap73. As a result, confi-
dence intervals accounted for potential skewness due to the clustering and range 
restrictions of indirect effects. On the basis of causal relationships known from the 
literature, a path model was formulated (Fig. 3a) with region dummy (0/1) variables 
introduced as covariates but not reported in the final SEM (Fig. 3b). Microbial 
biomass was best represented by a latent variable comprising two PLFA-based 
biomarker indicators, one for fungal and the other for bacterial biomass. Model 
fit was then examined through the residuals as well as the overall test of model fit 
adjusted for clustering effects, which revealed that the effect of elevation-associated 
changes in temperature differed in Hokkaido, and therefore an interaction variable 
to account for the interaction of region ×  elevation was introduced into the model. 
After introduction of these changes, an Omnibus test of model fit, which tests the 
hypothesis that omitted paths were jointly zero and accounts for clustering, could 
not be rejected (χ2 =  239.037, d.f. =  49, P =  0.076) and additional model fit statistics 
indicated the final model formulation was reasonably good (root mean square error 
of approximation (RMSEA) =  0.138, comparative fit index (CFI) =  0.924, standard-
ized root mean square residual (SRMR) =  0.039). Standardized path coefficients 
were computed according to ref. 74 and are presented in Supplementary Table 8. 
These coefficients can be interpreted as the change in the dependent variable when 
the independent variable changes by one standard deviation.

We used detrended correspondence analysis to assess edge and arch effects75 in 
the PLFA data, followed by redundancy analysis (RDA) to examine the relationship 
between PLFA biomarkers and soil variables. These analyses were performed to 
understand how the microbial community responded to elevational gradients and 
how the microbial community covaried with microbial activity (as measured by 
SIR) and several soil properties visually identified as responsive to the elevational 
gradients (that is, total P (kilograms per hectare), mineral N to Bray P ratios, C/N, 
SOM, and pH). The RDA was performed in CANOCO (999 Monte Carlo permu-
tations) to first reduce the dimensionality of microbial PLFA biomarkers to just 
two axes and then mapped onto multivariate space containing non-redundant soil 
variables (using forward reduction). Each PLFA was weighted by its error variance, 
meaning those PLFAs that were best described by the environmental variables 
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received greater weights in the analysis76. Missing data in one or more factors in  
25 sites resulted in 178 plot-specific data arrays in the analysis. The first two resulting  
RDA axes (pH dropped in stepwise model reduction) explained 85.9% (axis 1) and 
93.4% (axes 1 +  2), respectively, of the total variation in all species–environment 
relationships. A strong positive variation of PLFA biomarkers with SOM, driven 
largely by the Hokkaido data, led us to conduct a second RDA analysis using SOM 
as a covariate to examine the remaining variance in PLFA biomarkers in relation 
to the remaining soil properties (Extended Data Fig. 9). The subsequent two RDA 
axes with SOM as covariate explained 64.0% (axis 1) and 87.2% (axes 1 +  2) of the 
total variation in all species–environment relationships. The responses of the first 
axes from both RDAs (with and without SOM as a covariate) to region ×  elevation  
×  vegetation were then analysed using linear mixed-effect regression models as 
described previously and reported in Supplementary Table 9.
Data availability. All data generated or analysed during this study are included 
in this article (and its Supplementary Information) and are available from the 
corresponding author on reasonable request.
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LETTER RESEARCH

Extended Data Figure 1 | Response of forest structure and tree nutrient 
concentrations to 150 m of increasing elevation, terminating at treeline. 
Smoothing curves graphically illustrate trends for each of the seven 
regions; symbols represent individual plots (n =  101), P values  
(F statistics in brackets) represent overall effects of elevation from 
treeline, n.s., non-significant. a, Regionally significant decline in tree 
canopy height and (b) tree basal area. c, Regionally significant increases 
of stem density, particularly for southern hemisphere forests dominated 
by members of the Nothofagaceae. d, Regionally significant increases in 

basal area weighted tree foliar N (mass basis). e, Regionally non-significant 
responses of basal area weighted tree foliar P (mass basis). f, Regionally 
non-significant responses of basal area weighted tree foliar N/P. R2

m is 
defined as being conditional on only the fixed effects, and R2

c is defined 
as conditional on both the random effects of transect nested within region 
and the fixed effects. Test statistics from linear mixed effect models for 
stand characteristics and nutrient concentrations of all regions are given in 
Supplementary Tables 3 and 4.
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Extended Data Figure 2 | Representative photographs of treelines along elevational gradient transects in each of the seven regions sampled in this 
study. Details of each region are given in Supplementary Table 1.
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Extended Data Figure 3 | Coefficient of variation (s.d./mean × 100 
across regions) of cover-weighted ground-layer plant foliar N/P and 
total root N/P in relation to elevational groups relative to treeline 
position. Blue markers are means (± 1 s.e.m.), grey bars are 95% 
confidence intervals. a, Significant decline of ground-layer plant N/P is 
evidence of stoichiometric convergence of community foliar N/P across 

regions in the colder alpine environments (slope of solid regression 
line =  − 4.15; R2 =  0.79, P =  0.0176, F =  15.18; R2 =  0.92 for dotted 
regression line in alpine). b, Root N/P, by contrast, was greatest just above 
the treeline and did not significantly decline with increasing elevation 
except in alpine (R2 =  0.95 for dotted regression line in alpine).
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Extended Data Figure 4 | The coupled relationship between [N] and 
[P] pools (mass basis) in foliage of community-weighted ground-layer 
plants and surface roots across all regions. a, Foliar versus root N.  
b, Foliar versus root P. Statistical P values (F values) are given for  
mixed-effect linear regressions where foliar N and P is predicted by  
root N or P. Most informative models also included region, vegetative 

community (forest versus alpine), and the random effect of transect. 
Inclusion of vegetative community substantially increased model fits  
(that is, Akaike information criteria values decreased by ≥ 19), 
highlighting the large influence of tree roots on the resulting relationships. 
Comparable relationships with elevation from treeline provided for 
reference.
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Extended Data Figure 5 | Abundance-weighted net relatedness index values of understorey plant communities across elevations, grouped by 
region. The net relatedness index does not increase systematically with elevation (F =  1.64, P =  0.25; best-fit linear mixed-effect model with region 
specified as a random effect), as would be expected if plant communities were phylogenetically clustered at higher elevations.
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Extended Data Figure 6 | Relationship between dominance (the inverse of evenness) and elevation. Dominance does not systematically vary with 
elevation (F =  1.18, P =  0.29; best-fit linear mixed-effect model with region specified as a random effect), as would be expected if plant communities 
became composed of more dominant species at higher elevations; n =  6 mean values for each elevational level apart from Australia (n =  5).
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Extended Data Figure 7 | Non-metric multidimensional scaling analysis 
of phylogenetic community structure of all ground-layer plants across 
sites. Stress =  0.15. Sites are displayed and dashed ellipses depict standard 
errors of all points grouped by region. PERMANOVA results of the  
Bray–Curtis dissimilarities for taxonomic (data not shown) and 
phylogenetic community composition yielded a significant difference 
between vegetative categories (alpine versus forest) (pseudo-F =  1.44, 
P =  0.001 and pseudo-F =  1.32, P =  0.003, respectively). However, 

multivariate dispersion of above versus below treeline communities did 
not differ significantly for taxonomic (F =  0.074, P =  0.79) or phylogenetic 
(F =  1.35, P =  0.25) composition overall, and comparisons of above versus 
below treeline communities within each region were found to be non-
significant apart from differences in phylogenetic dispersion in Colorado 
and Patagonia, where communities showed greater divergence above 
treeline than below (P <  0.01); n =  6 mean values for each elevational level 
apart from Australia (n =  5).
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Extended Data Figure 8 | Regional responses of selected microbial and 
soil properties to elevational gradients. The seven regions are arranged 
from low to high concentrations of total PLFAs. Smoothing curves 
graphically illustrate covariance of soil properties within each of the seven 
regions. a, Total microbial PLFA. b, Bacterial PLFA. c, Fungal PLFA.  

d, Actinomycete PLFA. e, Microbial SIR. f, Soil pH. g, SOM. Significant 
fixed effects of elevation from treeline (E), vegetative community (V, forest 
or alpine), or their interactions based on a linear mixed-effect models are 
given. •P ≤  0.10, * P <  0.050, * * P <  0.001, * * * P <  0.0001.
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Extended Data Figure 9 | RDA of PLFA biomarker-based microbial 
community composition in relation to soil environmental properties 
across all regions. Black, biomarker identity; blue, soil properties. Fungi 
are represented by 18:2ω 6,9, actinomycetes are represented by10Me17:0 
and 10Me18:0, and all remaining PLFAs represent bacteria. a, Resulting 
RDA axes (soil pH dropped in stepwise model reduction) explains 85.9% 
(axis 1) and 93.4% (axes 1 +  2), respectively, of the total variation in 

all species–environment relationships. b, When SOM is incorporated 
as a covariate to evaluate how remaining variance in PLFA biomarkers 
responds to the remaining statistically significant soil variables, 64.0% 
(axis 1) and 87.2% (axes 1 +  2) of the total variation is explained in all 
species–environment relationships. TotP, total soil P on a volumetric basis; 
N/Pmin, soil mineral N to Bray-extractable P ratios; C/N, total soil carbon 
to nitrogen ratios.
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